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ABSTRACT
Genetic Basis for Thermal Tolerance in Two Different Strains of Rainbow Trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss): Case Western and Kamloops
Paola Reale

This thesis examines the thermal tolerance based on how expression of Heat Shock Protein
(HSP) 70 and HSP90 differ between two different strains of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), the Case Western strain and the Kamloops strain, and determines if cortisol levels
affect HSP expression in red blood cells. The Case Western strain is considered the only
warm water trout, only recently was any aspect of its thermal tolerance quantified. Porto
(2012) determined critical thermal maxima (CTM) for the Case Western strain and found it to
be about 0.15 °C higher than the Kamloops strain. This thesis is comprised of three chapters:
(1) an introduction and literature review on the biological history of these two strains of
rainbow trout, on studies related to HSPs expression as indicators of thermal tolerance, and
studies on the relation between cortisol expression and HSPs expression; (2) an experimental
study investigating the differences between HSP70 and HSP90 between the two strains,
before and after a heat stress test and between individuals of different sizes; (3) an
experimental study investigating the relation between the heat stress protein expression and
cortisol levels pre- and post-stress. The results on the HSP70 and HSP90 relative expressions
confirm that Case Western strain has higher thermal tolerance, highlighting the importance of
this strain as a candidate to be cultured in aquaculture facilities as an answer to possible
impacts of future climate changes. Earlier studies suggested HSP expression varied with age
in rainbow trout, but failed to consider strain-specific differences. Our results show that agespecific HSPs expression is not species-specific in rainbow trout as it differs by strain. The
results show that the plasma cortisol levels before and after thermal stress do not differ
among strains, and that the physiological response to heat stress is species-specific. The
variable that has the largest influence on the variance expressed among groups came from the
HSP90 gene. We found the stressed Kamloops was the most diverse group, with less thermal
tolerance, influenced mostly by the weight of the HSP90 on the total variance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
This thesis examines the thermal tolerance based on how expression of Heat Shock
Protein (HSP) 70 and HSP90 differ between two different strains of rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), the Case Western strain and the Kamloops strain, and determines if
cortisol levels affect HSP expression in red blood cells. The Case Western strain is
considered the only warm water trout, only recently was any aspect of its thermal tolerance
quantified. Porto (2012) determined critical thermal maxima (CTM) for the Case Western
strain and found it to be about 0.15 °C higher than the Kamloops strain. This thesis is
comprised of three chapters: (1) an introduction and literature review on the biological
history of these two strains of rainbow trout, on studies related to HSPs expression as
indicators of thermal tolerance, and studies on the relation between cortisol expression and
HSPs expression; (2) an experimental study investigating the differences between HSP70 and
HSP90 between the two strains, before and after a heat stress test and between individuals of
different sizes; (3) an experimental study investigating the relation between the heat stress
protein expression and cortisol levels pre- and post-stress. The results on the HSP70 and
HSP90 relative expressions confirm that Case Western strain has higher thermal tolerance,
highlighting the importance of this strain as a candidate to be cultured in aquaculture
facilities as an answer to possible impacts of future climate changes. Earlier studies suggested
HSP expression varied with age in rainbow trout, but failed to consider strain-specific
differences. Our results show that age-specific HSPs expression is not species-specific in
rainbow trout as it differs by strain. The results show that the plasma cortisol levels before
and after thermal stress do not differ among strains, and that the physiological response to
heat stress is species-specific. The variable that has the largest influence on the variance
expressed among groups came from the HSP90 gene. We found the stressed Kamloops was
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the most diverse group, with less thermal tolerance, influenced mostly by the weight of the
HSP90 on the total variance.
Furthermore, expression levels of HSPs in red blood cells for rainbow trout have
never been compared between two different strains. Thus the current investigation could
provide valuable information for aquaculture and fisheries fields. Our hypothesis is that
individuals belonging to the Case Western strain, being the only registered strain of rainbow
trout that originates from a warm water brood stock according to the National Fish Strain
Registry (Kincaid et al., 2001), will show a lower expression of the heat shock proteins
compared to the Kamloops strain due to the Case Western strain’s tolerance of high
temperatures. Furthermore, our hypothesis for the cortisol levels is that the strains will show
a similar concentration of cortisol in control state and in stressed state, being both strains
maintained in an identical environment.
Salmonids have long been of great interest due to the commercial and recreational
value of the majority of the species, and they are becoming increasingly important as model
systems for addressing a wide range of evolutionary and ecological questions (Groot and
Margolis, 1991; Hendry and Stearns, 2003). They are one of the most widely studied groups
of fish worldwide due to their high economic value, growth rate, interesting biological cycle
and history of translocation across many continents. Furthermore, the salmonids industry has
had an explosive growth rate since the 1980s (Dunham et al., 2001). Their production
requires cold water, high oxygen content, and low levels of pollutants. Nowadays 40% of the
salmonids produced in captivity are derived from the Southern Hemisphere, even if the
majority originated from the Northern Hemisphere. There are two main reasons why rainbow
trout was chosen for this study. First, rainbow trout has a long history of aquaculture
worldwide; and second, because it is one of the most widely studied model fish species,
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which provides a vast amount of biological information that has already been collected as a
result of its widespread use in research.
Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
Biology
Rainbow trout are coldwater fish that have long been symbolic of clear, healthy
mountain streams and lakes in North America (steelhead may be found in estuaries or
oceans). They prefer complex structures, such as riffles, submerged wood and boulders, and
aquatic vegetation. Small juvenile rainbow trout are benthopelagic while larger juveniles are
pelagic (Mundy, 2005), with anadromous forms inhabiting freshwater, brackish and marine
environments (steelhead strain).
The rainbow trout has many small spots extended across its body upper part. The back
is brassy green, while the bottom part is white or gray. A wide pink or red band marks the
sides, with more intense colors during the reproductive period. The body form is spindleshaped, and the mouth being a predator is terminal and large. A fleshy adipose fin is present
between the dorsal and caudal fins. Scales are cycloid, very small, and embedded under a
thick mucus layer.
Small juveniles are benthopelagic while larger juveniles are pelagic. Brayton (1981)
sets maturity at one year and longevity at three or four years in Virginia, while Carlander
(1969) indicates that longevity is seven years. During the course of artificial cultivation, this
species has been widely crossbred. Because of crossbreeding, there is an impressive variety
of types of strains of Oncorhynchus mykiss, where the main difference is the spawning
season.
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Distribution and History of Introduction
Rainbow trout is a species of salmonid that historically was found around the North
Pacific Ocean from northwestern Mexico in North America to eastern Russia in Asia
(Clemento et al., 2009). Since 1874 the range of the rainbow trout has been extended from
western North America to include waters on all continents except Antarctica. Richardson first
described the species in 1836 from specimens captured in the Columbia Rivers (La Rivers,
1962). Since that time, various specific names have been given to local forms, generally
based on phenotypic differences. Outstanding characteristics of the California golden trout
(aguabonita) and the Gila trout (gilae), along with geographic isolation, have led to
persistence of these local forms as distinct species recognized by the American Fishery
Society (Bailey et al., 1960). The natural range for rainbow trout in North America extends
from Alaska to Mexico and includes British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, California,
Idaho, and Nevada (U.S.D.A., 2000) (Figure 1.1).
The species has been introduced for food or recreational sport to at least 45 countries,
and every continent except, as said above, to Antarctica (Figure 1.2). Rainbow trout were
first introduced outside their native range in 1874, when S. Green transferred a small
consignment of eyed eggs from the McCloud River in northern California to his private
hatchery in Caledonia, New York (Wales, 1939). In some locations (Southern Europe,
Australia and South America), they have negatively impacted native fish species, either by
eating them, competing with them, transmitting diseases, or hybridizing with closely related
species and subspecies that were native to western North America (Crivelli, 2006).
Tolerance of trout to environmental variables
The tolerance of fish to a single environmental variable has often been tested to
determine the range of a variable under which a species of fish could survive. The most often
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tested variables are the physical ones, because ectothermic animals can survive within a
range of a single physical variable before regulatory mechanisms and the animal collapse.
Instinctive reactions of rainbow trout are: to move toward an area where the variable is at a
favorable level for the animal; to expend more energy in regulatory mechanisms at the
expense of growth and/or reproduction; and die if a mortal extreme is reached (Molony,
2001).
Most animals possess a wide tolerance to a single variable. For example, rainbow
trout can survive in waters with temperatures between approximately 0.0 °C and 29.8 °C
(Rodgers and Griffiths, 1983; Elliott and Elliott, 1995; Currie et al., 1998). However, within
this temperature range for survival, trout have a preferred range in which growth,
reproduction and/or other physiological characteristics are optimized (Peterson and Meador,
1994).
Temperature
Temperature is the most often tested variable in many fish studies, included studies
involving trout. Rainbow trout can adapt to a variety of habitats, with proper temperature,
water-quality conditions, and flow regimes. Being poikilotherms, trout cannot regulate their
own body temperature and completely depend on favorable habitat being available to survive
and grow. Rainbow trout can be found between 6 °C (44 °F) and 23 °C (75 °F), however, the
optimal temperature for rainbow trout is 12 °C (54 °F). A critical and dangerous situation for
trout happens during the hot season, where the shallow rivers and dammed waters commonly
exceed 25 °C, approaching a potentially critical temperature for trout survival (Currie et al.,
1998), despite some studies that found the upper thermal tolerance of rainbow trout to be
between 24 °C (Eaton et al., 1995) and 32 °C (Myrick and Cech, 2000).
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From several studies, the critical thermal maxima (CTM) for rainbow trout are
approximately 24 - 26 °C (Bidgood, 1980). [CTM’s are calculated by steadily increasing the
temperature of a water body until fish movements become disorganized and/or its sense of
balance is upset and normal activity is no longer possible (Currie et al., 1998)]. However,
some studies have found lower and higher CTMs depending on thermal history of the fish
and life stage. For example, Rodgers and Griffiths (1983) found trout could survive higher
temperatures (to 29 °C) if excess food was available. Ojolick et al. (1995) and Benfey (1996)
recorded that the CTM for brook trout (Salvelinus fontainalis, a closely related salmonid) was
up to 29.8 °C, depending on the age and sex of the fish. Furthermore, Benfey (1996)
concluded that females had higher CTMs than males, and that younger fish were better able
to survive higher temperatures than older fish. Thus, it seems that young fish may be most
tolerant of temperature extremes.
A large number of studies have also examined the effect of low temperatures on
survival. The overall conclusion is that the critical thermal minimum of rainbow trout is
approximately 1 °C (Finstad et al., 1988) to 2°C (Belkovskiy et al., 1991). Altering the
acclimation temperature of fish and the rate of change can modify the CTM for trout. In
many cases, increasing the acclimation temperature by 5 °C increases the CTM by 1 °C,
between acclimation temperatures of 10-20 °C (Currie et al., 1998), although studies
involving higher acclimation temperatures are rare (Kaya, 1978).
Strains Description
Kamloops strain
The first strain of rainbow trout used for this research is the Oncorhynchus mykiss
Kamloops (Jordan, 1892). Kamloops rainbow trout has been discovered in the upper
Columbia and Fraser Rivers of British Columbia. It was first classified in 1992 as
6

Oncorhynchus kamloops under the mistaken belief it represented a landlocked species of
Pacific salmon. Kamloops are distinct and different from other rainbow trout in terms of
their fighting ability and physical characteristics. Kamloops rainbow trout are glorified for
their peculiar characteristics: fast growth, vibrant color, and ability to withstand stress. The
reason why this strain is being used in this study is because it is one of the most widely
stocked strains of rainbow trout across the country. The gene expression of proteins
responsible for the thermal tolerance (HSP70 and HSP90) of the Kamloops strain will be
compared with the gene expression for the same proteins for another strain of rainbow trout,
the Case Western strain. This comparison will be performed in order to detect if there are
genetic differences between the two strains’ tolerance of higher temperatures.
Case Western strain
The Case Western strain is a strain of rainbow trout that is reputed to tolerate stressful
temperature exposure better than other strains of rainbow trout. Dr. Mits Teraguchi at Case
Western Reserve University discovered the strain in the early 1980’s, as the byproduct of
ecological pond experiments. The trout were placed in experimental ponds and the
researchers forgot about them, leaving them in the ponds during the summer season. During
the fall, they found out that the trout were still alive, having survived temperatures that were
thought to be lethal to rainbow trout. From then on the Case Western strain is the only
registered strain of rainbow trout that originates from a warm water brood stock according to
the National Fish Strain Registry (Kincaid et al., 2001).
The Case Western strain was believed to grow well at temperatures near the reported
upper thermal tolerance of rainbow trout (25-26 °C) in an aquaculture setting, but Porto’s
study (2012) found that growth of Case Western strain was lowest of the three strains tested
at 20-22 °C. Since the strain was sold in the early 1990’s to Laurel Hill Trout Farm, Inc.
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(Somerset, PA), there has been no selection for thermal tolerance placed on the individuals of
this strain. Therefore the Case Western life history brings up the inquiry of whether this
particular strain truly does possess this thermal tolerance it was thought to have or if it has
been lost due to a lack of selective pressure that has not been enforced. Porto (2012) did a
recent study where actual thermal tolerance of the Case Western rainbow trout was
documented and compared to other common strains in a controlled laboratory setting, and an
additional aquaculture setting. My study will focus on identifying two thermal regulating
genes responsible for the higher thermal tolerance of the Case Western rainbow trout (HSP70
and HSP90). A brood stock will be created after individuals with high thermal tolerance
levels are identified, which will hopefully allow the passing of this particular trait to future
generations of trout.
The Case Western trout is a very special and rare case amongst other types of trout.
Several studies suggest that wild fish are much more fit and genetically superior than captivereared fish in natural environments as a consequence of domestication selection (Lynch and
O’Hely, 2001; Ford, 2002; Frankham et al., 2002). It would be uncommon for fitness
weakening after one or a couple of generations caused by relaxed natural selection unless
salmon have an abnormally high mutation rate or carry a vast standing genetic load. This
theory could potentially prove to be accurate if selection acts on a single trait, under which
condition these declines are possibly providing the quality of heritable conditions of the trait
under selection is very elevated, and the selection is very strong. The range of heritability and
selection coefficients required in order to drive these quick fitness declines becomes a lot less
obstructive, as long as selection acts on multiple traits throughout the life cycle. Viability
selection appears to be very limited by the high survival rates in hatchery, but that does not
mean that a strong selection cannot be found later in the life cycle on phenotypic variation,
which could also be revealed during the hatchery phase of the life cycle.
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Rainbow trout genetics
Rainbow trout are the most-widely cultivated cold freshwater fish and an important
model species for many scientific areas, with a global production of 576,289 metric ton and
valued at $2.39 billion (FAO, 2010). Because of its worldwide cultivation, there is a great
need for genetic improvement for aquaculture production efficiency and product quality,
justifying the continued development of new genetic resources facilitating selective breeding
(Palti et al., 2011).
Most of the rainbow trout strains cultured around the world are thought to originate from the
McCloud River hatchery in California (Gall and Crandell, 1992). Since then, many strains of
rainbow trout have been developed by selective breeding and crossbreeding with the goal of
improving economically important traits like growth rate, viability, disease resistance, age at
maturity, time of spawning, flesh quality etc. (Gjedrem, 2000).
Most fishes in aquaculture are still only exploited captives, but a few are on the
threshold of becoming domesticated, most for the aquarium industry. Even if the long
captivity history of rainbow trout (Behnke, 2002), used in aquaculture for human food, is
well known and there are several separate hatchery strains, there are still no true domesticated
forms that are known (Balon, 2004).
Genetic maps characterizing the inheritance patterns of traits and markers have been
developed for a wide range of species and used to study questions in biomedicine,
agriculture, ecology and evolutionary biology (Rexroad et al., 2008). The status of rainbow
trout genetic maps has progressed significantly over the last decade due to interest in this
species in aquaculture and sport fisheries, and as a model research organism for different
studies (Rexroad et al., 2008). Rexroad et al. (2008) constructed a second-generation genetic
map for rainbow trout using microsatellite markers to facilitate the identification of
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quantitative trait loci for traits affecting aquaculture production efficiency and the extraction
of comparative information from the genome sequences of model fish species.
These discoveries are useful for preliminary investigations of the potential for the
translocation of specific strains of trout to new locations, which may be at the extremes of
trout tolerance, such as the high temperatures experienced during the summer in Case
Western University. Furthermore, there may be an opportunity to develop or improve strains
more tolerant to local environmental conditions, including high temperatures. Water
temperature influences, as well as dissolved oxygen, are very important and critical for a
fish’s survival, growth, and reproduction.
Gene expression is a process in which genes encode proteins and proteins dictate cell
function. Therefore, the thousands of genes expressed in a particular cell determine what that
cell can do. Moreover, each step in the flow of information from DNA to RNA to protein
provides the cell with a potential control point for self-regulating its functions by adjusting
the amount and type of proteins it manufactures (Nature Education, 2011).
The amount of a particular protein in a cell, at any particular time, reflects the
equilibrium between that protein's synthetic and degradative biochemical pathways. The
production of proteins starts with the transcription from DNA to RNA and continues with the
translation from RNA to protein. The control of these processes that balance the two different
biochemical pathways plays a critical role in determining which kind of proteins are present
in a cell and their specific amounts. Furthermore, the way in which a cell processes its RNA
transcripts and newly made proteins also greatly influences protein levels.
The amounts and types of mRNA in a cell reflect the function of the cell. Thousands
of transcripts are produced at every moment in every cell. The primary control point for gene
expression is at the very beginning of the protein production process — the initiation of
10

transcription. RNA transcription makes an efficient control point because many proteins can
be made from a single mRNA molecule (Nature Education, 2011).
Eukaryotic transcripts are more complex than prokaryotic transcripts. For example,
the primary transcripts synthesized by RNA polymerase contain sequences that will not
constitute mature RNA. These intervening sequences are the introns, and they are removed
before the mature mRNA leaves the nucleus (Nature Education, 2011). The remaining
regions of the transcript, which include the protein-coding regions, are called exons, and they
are spliced together to produce the mature mRNA. Eukaryotic transcripts are also modified at
their ends, which affects their stability and translation (Nature Education, 2011).
Heat Shock Proteins
Stressed fish exhibit a generalized stress response that is characterized by an increase
in stress hormones and the consequent changes at the physiological, organismal, and
population levels (Barton, 1997; Bonga, 1997). The stress response in fish has a genetic
component (Pottinger and Pickering, 1997), thus there are differences in the generalized
stress response among different fish species, strains and individuals, differing in the tolerance
to different stressors. The observed stress response is therefore an expression of both genetic
and environmental factors such as season, rearing history, and nutritional states (Iwama et al.,
1992).
One of the most common features of the cellular stress response is the production of
heat shock proteins (HSPs) in response to stressors that threaten the life of the cell, which is
dependent upon the maintenance of protein integrity and function (Iwama et al., 1999). Since
their first discovery by Ritossa (1962), HSPs have become one of the most well studied
indicators of heat stress and protein damages (Lund et al., 2003), being highly conserved,
extremely sensitive, and rapid indicators of cellular stress when examined at the mRNA level.
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Heat shock proteins are molecular chaperones that assist the cell in folding, fidelity,
and translocation. They protect vital cellular functions by inhibiting faulty interactions that
may produce pointless structures or processes (Ellis, 1993; Maresca and Lindquist, 1991).
They are the cell’s response to stress. HSPs expression increases as a response to heat shock
in the same manner in many organisms from bacteria to humans (Hofmann, 1999; Maresca
and Lindquist, 1991).
Extensive studies on model species have revealed three major families of heat shock
proteins: HSP90 (85-90 kDa), HSP70 (68-73 kDa), and low molecular weight heat shock
proteins (16-47 kDa). In the unstressed cell, these proteins have constitutive functions that are
essential in various aspects of protein metabolism.
HSP90 is active in supporting various components of the cytoskeleton and steroid
hormone receptors (Young et al., 2001). HSP70 is known to assist the folding of nascent
polypeptide chains, act as molecular chaperone, and mediate the repair and degradation of
altered or denatured proteins (Kiang and Tsokos, 1998). HSP70 is the most commonly
expressed protein in response to thermal stress (Heredia-Middleton et al., 2008).
The low molecular weight heat shock proteins have diverse functions that are speciesspecific. They have no known constitutive function and are only induced during stress
(Ciocca et al., 1993). Smaller HSPs may offer reasonable potential for diagnostic purposes
among species or strains, whereas the larger HSPs may serve as indicators of non-specific
stressors in a wide range of organisms.
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Red Blood Cells (RBCs)
HSPs have been identified in almost all vertebrate tissues, including the red blood
cells (RBCs) of some species. Fish RBCs are nucleated and are thus capable of heat shock
gene transcription and translation (Currie and Tufts, 1997).
The ability to easily collect and manipulate blood in nonterminal experiments makes
blood an ideal tissue on which to study the cellular temperature stress response on rainbow
trout (Lewis et al., 2010). Furthermore the possibility to extract mRNA for further genetics
analysis by sampling blood allowed us to monitor repeatedly the same individual (Iwama et
al., 1998). We were able to track the stress response to temperature at the mRNA level of an
individual over time. It is an easier way to compare the evolution and modifications in HSPs
gene expression for the same individual and have a more consistent and informative result.
Cortisol
The generalized stress response in fish has been broadly categorized into the primary,
secondary, and tertiary response (Wedemeyer et al., 1990). The primary response is the initial
response, representing the perception of an altered state and the initiation of
neuroendocrine/endocrine response from fish (Gamperl et al., 1994). It includes the rapid
release of stress hormones, catecholamines and cortisol, into the circulation.
Cortisol is released from the interregnal tissue, located in the head kidney, in response
to several pituitary hormones, but mostly to adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH)
(Wendelaar Bonga, 1997). The resting and stressed levels of cortisol concentrations in the
plasma of salmonids, according to Iwama et al. (1998), is <10 and 40-200 (ng ml-1),
respectively.
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The secondary response comprises the various biochemical and physiological effects
associated with stress, and mediated to a large extent by the above stress hormones (Iwama et
al., 1999). The stress hormones activate a number of metabolic pathways that result in
alterations in blood chemistry including plasma glucose concentrations and hematology
(Vijayan et al., 1997b).
The tertiary response represents whole animal and population level changes
associated with stress (Iwama et al., 2004). These changes may occur as a result of the
repartitioning of energy by diverting energy substrates to cope with enhanced energy demand
associated with stress and away from vital life processes such as reproduction and anabolic
processes such as growth (Vijayan et al., 1997b).
Some studies [Pottinger and Pickering, (1997); Lund et al., (2003); Iwama et al.,
(2004)] provide insights into how the generalized stress response and HSPs expression may
be related. The stressors may not be acting directly on the cells to induce HSPs expression,
but it may be acting through a neuroendocrine pathway in the whole animal. The majority of
the studies were done on the relation between the stress hormones and the HSP70, showing
that this relation may not be of a simple cause-effect nature, but may be modulated by several
factors in vivo. Mazur (1996) has shown that prior handling of rainbow trout increases the
plasma cortisol levels (acute stress response) and the expression of the HSP30 and HSP70 in
the gill tissue. In contrast Vijayan et al. (1997b) show that physical handling causes increased
values of plasma cortisol, but that handling stress does not elicit HSP70 expression in the
liver tissue. No studies have been done on the comparison between the level of cortisol due to
handling stress and the expression of HSP70 in the red blood cells.
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Real-Time PCR
To analyze specific mRNAs, real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (realtime - PCR) will be used. Real-time PCR is a laboratory technique based on the PCR
(Vrieling et al., 1988), which is used to amplify and simultaneously quantify a targeted DNA
molecule. The fact that real-time PCR does the amplification and the quantification in a
single reaction (multiplexing) (Edwards et al., 1993) has made it a truly high throughput
assay and the result is a complementary DNA (cDNA) molecule (Dale and von Schantz,
2002). Real-Time PCR allows mRNA to be copied into cDNA using the enzyme reverse
transcriptase, nucleotide triphosphates and oligo dT primers or random hexamers. The
resulting hybrid mRNA and cDNA strand is denatured and the single stranded cDNA is used
as a template for the second strand cDNA (the copy of the mRNA strand). This cDNA can be
amplified by PCR, using specific primers, for the gene of interest (Dale and von Schantz,
2002).
Real-Time PCR is a very sensitive assay that enables detection of a specific mRNA in
a single cell (Dale and von Schantz, 2002). Due to this characteristic, the technique is
employed to detect mRNA that is available only in low copies or in a limited quantity of
cells. Real-Time PCR in this experiment will be used to evaluate gene expression in a panel
of tissues, more precisely on blood samples.
The procedure of the real-time PCR follows the general principle of the classic
polymerase chain reaction; its main feature is that the amplified DNA is detected as the
reaction progresses in real time, and can be monitored step by step on a computer. Because of
that, this new approach shows a higher sensitivity and precision than the standard PCR,
where the products of the reaction are detected at the end of the reaction. Furthermore, realtime PCR detects the accumulation of amplicon during the reaction. The data is then
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measured at the exponential phase of the PCR reaction. The exponential phase is the optimal
point for analyzing data. Real-time PCR makes quantitation of DNA and RNA easier and
more precise than past methods, allowing quantifying the gene expression with accuracy.
The type of real-time PCR assay that will be used for this study uses SYBR green
dye. This dye is added to the PCR mixture and incorporates itself into double stranded DNA;
hence the PCR products fluoresce (Boeckman et al., 2000).
The SYBR green dye will also bind to nonspecific, double stranded DNA that may be
produced during the PCR reaction, such as primer dimers (Brisson et al., 2000). Therefore, a
melting curve is employed to distinguish the specific products from the nonspecific products
(Brisson et al., 2000). In addition, the PCR products may be confirmed by resolving them on
a 2% agarose gel. If there are nonspecific products present, then primers should be redesigned in order to produce the specific target gene.
The main objective of this study is to determine there are differences in HSPs
expression between the Case Western strain and the Kamloops strain, developed in the
following second chapter. The identification of this difference has been done using a selected
number of genes involved in the thermal tolerance and detecting gene expression differences
to quantitatively measure the amount of relative mRNA expressed and consequently the
differences between the two strains. The candidate genes are the heat shock proteins: HSP70
(Currie et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2010) and HSP90 (Lewis et al., 2010). As a housekeeping
gene (control gene), the Beta-Actin gene is used.
The third and last experimental chapter of this thesis focuses on determining if
cortisol levels affect HSPs expression in RBCs. No studies on rainbow trout have been done
on the comparison between the level of cortisol and the expression of HSP70 and HSP90 in
the red blood cells.
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Figure 1.1. Native North American distribution of Oncorhynchus mykiss. Modified from
MacCrimmon (1971).
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Figure 1.2. Main producer countries (shaded areas) of Oncorhynchus mykiss (FAO Fishery
Statistics, 2006)
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Chapter 2: Comparing the differences in thermal tolerance between the
Case Western strain and the Kamloops strain through the expression of
HSP70 and HSP90
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine if the Case Western strain of rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) has a higher thermal tolerance than other strains of rainbow trout,
being registered as warm water strain according to the National Fish Strain Registry. This
strain has been compared to the Kamloops strain, chosen for its common use in aquaculture
facilities. The comparisons were done between the two strains on the relative expression of
HSP70 and HSP90. A further analysis assessing the relation between HSPs expression and
ages of individuals has been done, and the results were compared between the two strains.
The results on the HSP70 and HSP 90 relative expressions confirm that Case Western strain
has higher thermal tolerance, highlighting the importance of this strain as a candidate to be
cultured in aquaculture facilities as an answer to possible impacts of future climate changes.
Earlier studies suggested HSP expression varied with age in rainbow trout, but failed to
consider strain-specific differences. Our results show that age-specific HSPs expression is
not species-specific in rainbow trout as it differs by strain.

Introduction
As ectothermic organisms, fish are subject to seasonal and daily fluctuations in water
temperatures. Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) are cold-water fish of great economic
and evolutionary value that prefer temperatures in the range of 11.3 °C (McCauley et al.,
1977) to 19 °C (Myrick and Cech, 2000). Rainbow trout are poikilothermic, meaning their
body temperatures vary with the ambient temperature. Any changes in habitat temperatures
will significantly influence metabolism and, hence, growth rate, total production,
reproduction seasonality and possibly reproductive efficacy, and susceptibility to diseases
and toxins. Being poikilotherms, trout cannot regulate their own body temperature and are
completely dependent on favorable habitat being available in order to survive and grow, with
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temperatures above 25 °C being considered as a potential critical temperature for their
survival (Currie et al., 1998; Quinn, 2005). Other studies have found that the upper thermal
tolerance for rainbow trout range between 24 °C (Eaton et al., 1995) and 32 °C (Myrick and
Cech, 2000). Rainbow trout response to these fluctuations in water temperatures must be
quick and efficient to avoid harmful health risks.
Stressed fish exhibit a generalized stress response that is characterized by an increase
in stress hormones and the consequent changes at the physiological, organismal, and
population levels (Barton, 1997; Wendelaar Bonga, 1997). The stress response in fish has a
genetic component (Pottinger and Pickering, 1997), thus there are differences in the
generalized stress response among different fish species, strains and individuals, differing in
tolerance to different stressors (Iwama et al., 1992). The observed stress response is therefore
an expression of both genetic and environmental factors such as season, rearing history, and
nutritional states (Iwama et al., 1992).
When fish are exposed to stressfully high temperatures, one of the most common
features of the cellular stress response is the production of heat shock proteins (HSPs),
molecular chaperones in response to stressors that threaten the life of the cells, which is
dependent upon the maintenance of protein integrity and functionality (Iwama et al., 1999).
A long-term expression of these proteins is disruptive in all organisms, thus HSP response is
a quick buffer to minimize the damage to cells when thermal stress happens (Song and
Morimoto, 2001), and they have become one of the most well studied indicators of
temperature stress and protein damages. Furthermore the HSPs are extremely sensitive and
rapid indicators of cellular stress when examined at the mRNA level (Lund et al., 2003).
Basu et al., (2001) investigated the stress response by comparing HSPs’ expression
between a temperate teleost (O. mykiss; trout) and a tropical finfish (Oreochromis
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mossambicus; tilapia). Tilapia are a stress-tolerant fish species that prefer an optimal
temperature range between 22 ° and 30 ° (Bruton and Boltt, 1975). With their experiment,
Basu et al., (2001) demonstrated that the tropical fish were less stressed by high
temperatures, and responded with lower levels of HSPs to heat exposure. Consequently, fish
that develop a higher thermal tolerance tend to show lower levels of HSPs expression during
heat stress tests.
The heat shock protein 70 (HSP70) is the largest HSP family and the most highly
conserved of all the heat shock proteins. In addition, in most fish during thermal stress the
HSP70 is the most highly induced HSP, with increased levels of HSP70 mRNA and protein
(HSP70). The second major family of heat shock proteins is the HSP90. HSP90 is usually
active in supporting different components of the cytoskeleton and steroid hormones receptors
(Csermely et al., 1998; Pearl and Prodromou, 2000; Young et al., 2001). Currie and Tufts
(1997) detected a band corresponding to HSP90 while profiling the HSP70 response in
rainbow trout red blood cells, confirming the expression of HSP90 in the nucleus of red
blood cells. The expression of HSP90 was studied in a Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha) embryonic cell line and it was shown to be heat inducible (Palmisano et al.,
2000).
In this study we investigate variations in HSP70 and HSP90 expression in response to
thermal stress in two strains of rainbow trout: The Case Western strain and The Kamloops
strain. According to the National Fish Strain Registry, the Case Western strain is the only
registered strain of rainbow trout that originates from a warm water brood stock (Kincaid et
al., 2001), and consequently is reputed to tolerate stressful temperature exposure better than
other strains of rainbow trout. Dr. Mits Teraguchi at The Case Western Reserve University
discovered the strain in the early 1980’s, as the byproduct of ecological pond experiments.
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Since the strain was sold in the early 1990’s to Laurel Hill Trout Farm, Inc. (Somerset, PA,
United States), there has been no selection for thermal tolerance placed on the individuals of
this strain. Therefore, the Case Western case study brings up the inquiry of whether this
particular strain truly does possess the thermal tolerance it was thought to have, or if it has
been lost due to a lack of selective pressure that has not been enforced. The second strain
being analyzed in this research is the Kamloops strain, which is popular for its fast growth,
vibrant color, and ability to withstand stress. This strain is being studied because it is one of
the most widely cultivated and stocked strains of rainbow trout across the United States. In
this regard, the goal of this paper is to determine if the HSP70 and HSP90 expression levels
are different between these two strains of rainbow trout and thus investigate a molecular basis
for higher thermal tolerance of the Case Western strain. This study will be done by
quantifying the expression of the genes of interest (GOI) through real-time PCR analysis.
Since most of the inducible heat shock protein genes do not contain introns, the
mRNA is rapidly translated into nascent protein within minutes following exposure to a
stressor. Fish RBCs are nucleated and are thus capable of heat shock gene transcription and
translation (Currie and Tufts, 1997). Currie et al., (2000) showed that the mRNA response for
HSP70 in rainbow trout red blood cells (RBCs) was similar in magnitude to that displayed in
other tissues during an in vivo heat shock. The ability to easily collect and manipulate blood
in non-terminal experiments makes blood an ideal tissue on which to study the cellular
temperature stress response on rainbow trout (Lewis et al., 2010). Furthermore the possibility
to extract mRNA through repeated sampling allowed us to track the stress response of an
individual over time (Iwama et al., 1998).
The experiment investigated the differences of thermal tolerance between the two
strains of rainbow trout. As poilkilothems, climate change-induced temperature variations
will have a much stronger impact on the spatial distribution of fishing and aquaculture
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activities and on productivity and yields of coldwater species like trout. The effect of climate
change on aquaculture could be positive or negative, arising from direct and indirect impacts
on the natural resources aquaculture requires, namely water, land, seed, feed and energy
(FAO, 2008). As fisheries provide significant feed and seed inputs, the impacts of climate
change on them would also affect the productivity and profitability of aquaculture systems.
Vulnerability of aquaculture-based communities will stem from their resource dependency
and exposure to extreme weather events. Climatic changes could increase physiological stress
on cultured stock. This would not only affect productivity but also increase vulnerability to
diseases and, in turn, impose higher risks and reduce returns to farmers. Interactions of
fisheries and aquaculture subsectors could create other impacts (FAO, 2008). For example,
extreme weather events could result in escapes of farmed stock and consequently contribute
to reductions in genetic diversity of the wild stock, affecting biodiversity (FAO, 2008).

Materials and Methods
Experimental Animals and Sampling
For this experiment 80 individuals of rainbow trout were selected: 40 belonging to the
Kamloops strain and 40 belonging to the Case Western strain. The Kamloops strain included
20 six month old individuals (76.25 ± 18.30 g) and 20 eighteen month old individuals
(127.64 ± 23.85 g), both obtained from the Albert Powell State Fish Hatchery, Maryland,
United States. The Case Western strain also included 20 six month old (70.97 ± 25.25 g) and
20 eighteen month old individuals (134.06 ± 27.79 g), both obtained from the Murley Branch
Hatchery, Maryland, United States. Once transferred to the Fish Ecophysiology Laboratory at
West Virginia University, the rainbow trout were kept in 1,136 liter tanks supplied with
aerated flow-through recirculating water at 13 °C, with pH 7 and a 14 h light-10 h dark
photoperiod. All fish were tagged with passive integrated transponders two months before the
beginning of the experiment. Fish were fed to satiation on Silver cup floating pellet (Murray,
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UT, United States) composed of 40% protein and 10% fat every other day, and food was
withheld from 48 h prior to blood sampling until the end of the experiment (t = 72h), to avoid
metabolic influences on the anesthesia and blood samples.
The first step of the experiment consisted of sampling blood from each of the 80
rainbow trout in order to have blood samples in control (pre-thermal stress) conditions at 13
°C. Each individual was anesthetized in buffered 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (MS-222,
40-100 ppm) and 0.4 ml of blood was rapidly sampled from the caudal vein with 1ccheparinized syringes using a 23-gauge needle. The 80 blood samples were collected within
one hour from the first fish bled, to ensure all sample processing occurred before the blood
cells start to break down, causing RNA damage. Once bled, the fish were returned to water,
irrigating their gills until opercular movements were resumed.
After a recovery of 2 weeks, all the individuals in each tank were put under acute heat
stress, with an increase of 3 °C/h from 13 °C to 25 °C (critical temperature). The desired
temperature of 25 °C was reached in 4 h and trout were maintained at this temperature for 1
hour (heat stress period) and then allowed to gradually return to 13 °C within 2 hours.
Approximately 0.4 ml of blood was sampled immediately after the acute stress (t = 0 h) from
10 individuals of each strain (n=20; 10 Case Western, 10 Kamloops), and of these 10
individuals, 5 younger and 5 older rainbow trout were selected. This selection and blood
drawing protocol was repeated with 10 fish of each strain at 4h post-stress (t=4h), 24 h poststress (t=24h), and 72h post-stress (t=72) (Table 2.1). These time points were chosen to
represent an early, late, and a recovery transcriptional response (Lewis et al., 2010; Quinn et
al., 2011).
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Sample processing and RNA extraction
Within one hour from the blood collection, the samples were centrifuged for 10
minutes at 14,000 rpm at 4 °C to separate plasma and buffy coat from the RBCs. Total RNA
was isolated using the TRIzol® Reagent protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, United States).
Once the total RNA was extracted it was diluted in 50 µl of pure water, and the concentration
and purity of each sample were checked with the Thermo Scientific NanoDrop™ 1000
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.).
Furthermore, the overall quality of RNA was assessed by electrophoresis on an
agarose gel for 10 random samples (Figure 2.1). The diluted total RNA was then treated with
DNase I (Ambion Inc., Austin, TX, United States) in order to degrade eventual genomic
DNA residuals and incubated for 25 minutes at 37 °C. After the addition of 5µl of DNase
Inactivation Reagent (DIR) to each sample and the following 2 minute centrifugation at
14,000 rpm at 4 °C, 16 µl of the supernatant were transferred in a new tube. Then, 2 µl of
Oligo dt and 8 µl of dNTP (2.5 mM) was added to each sample for a total volume of 16 µl,
afterwards they were incubated for 5 minutes at 65 °C and immediately after put on ice to
cool down. The cDNA synthesis was completed by adding 8 µl of 1st Strand Buffer
(5xBuffer-reverse), 4 µl of 0.1M DDT, and 2 µl of Super Script III Reverse Transcriptase
(Invitrogen) to each sample, following the manufacture’s protocol. The samples were then
incubated first for 50 minutes at 42 °C, then for 10 minutes at 70 °C. The cDNA was then
diluted in pure water 5 times, ending with a final volume of 200µl and stored at -80 °C until
the next analysis.
Real-time PCR
The cDNA of each sample was used for real-time PCR quantification of HSP70 and
HSP90 gene expression. The sequences of HSP70 and HSP90 forward and reverse primers
are reported in Table 2.2. Endogenous control rainbow trout ß-actin (TC69887) was chosen
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as the housekeeping gene (Table 2.2). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using
iCycler real-time PCR detection system CFX96 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, United States). The
iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, United States) was used in 20 µl
reaction volume containing 2 µl of primer (5 mM), 5 µl of pure water, 3 µl of diluted cDNA,
and 10 µl of SYBR® Green Supermix. The cycling parameters for the real-time PCR were 3
minutes at 95 °C, and then the amplification process by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for
10 seconds, annealing at 56 °C for 1 minute. An internal reference (two of the samples under
study) was additionally amplified in each plate. Standard curves for the target genes and the
reference gene were constructed using 10-fold serial dilutions of cDNA samples pooled from
all the samples under study, looking at the expression for the housekeeping gene (β-actin).
The melting curve analysis was then programmed following the amplifications.
Statistical Analysis
All data were normalized to enable the comparison among different treatment groups
and different strains. The relative gene expression was calculated based on the formula
N/Nlowest, where Nlowest stands for the lowest normalization value to be compared in the set of
data. For each normalization datum (for each individual) for the stressed time points the
control normalization value corresponding to the same individual was subtracted in order to
have an equal baseline between the two strains. Then for each group of individuals the mean
and standard deviation were calculated. The error of calculation was done by dividing each
mean by the lowest mean (mean/meanlowest). Standard deviation relative to the lowest value
was calculated multiplying the lowest mean by the standard deviation and dividing it by the
mean. Finally the standard error of the mean was calculated (SEM) with the following
formula: SEM = [STDEV (relative to lowest)]/SQRT (n), n represents the number of
replications (Livak, 1997).
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For each comparison of interest a 2D bar plot was made using the relative expression
levels data and SEM. This graph was reproduced to compare gene expression at the different
time points between the two strains of rainbow trout. A one-way ANOVA analysis (α=0.05)
was performed to compare statistical differences in QRT-PCR results in heat-stressed fish
over time and between different strains (Lewis et al., 2010).

Results
HSP70 expression analysis
Levels of HSP70 expression for the two control groups were compared (Figure 2.2).
For each strain 40 individuals HSP70 expression levels were analyzed. The Case Western
strain showed expression for the HSP70 in only 8 individuals out of 40. Instead, the
Kamloops strain in the same control environment showed expression for HSP70 in 37 out of
40 individuals. The individuals that did not show the expression of the gene of interest (GOI)
had a too low expression to be detected by real-time PCR or there truly was no expression.
The 2D bars plot for this comparison (Figure 2.2) shows a higher expression of the heat
shock protein 70 for the Kamloops strain in control state (13°C). The one-way ANOVA
performed on the control group (Table 2.3) shows the Case Western strain had a significantly
lower HSP70 expression (p = 0.03142) than the Kamloops strain.
The comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRT-PCR analysis on
the two strains sampled immediately after the heat shock test (t = 0h), also shows a higher
gene expression for the Kamloops strain (Figure 2.3a). At t=0, HSP70 expression was
significantly higher in the Kamloops fish than the Case Western fish (p = 0.00009) (Table
2.4).
At 4h, 24h, and 72h post-stress the quantitative relative expression of HSP70 gene
between the two strains was higher in the Kamloops group (Figure 2.3 b, c, and d). At t =
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24h (Figure 2.3 c), because of the normalization from the baseline of the control group, the
bar plot shows a negative value for the relative expression of HSP70 in Case Western strain.
At 4h, 24h, and 72h the differences between strains were not statistically significant.
HSP90 expression analysis
The levels of the HSP90 gene expression for the two control groups (Figure 2.4) show
a higher expression of this gene for the Kamloops strain. Only 12 individuals out of 40 from
the Case Western strain showed expression of the GOI. The Kamloops strain showed HSP90
expression in 39 individuals out of 40. The individuals that did not show the expression of
the GOI had a too low expression to be detected by real-time PCR or there truly was no
expression. ANOVA indicated HSP90 was significantly higher in the Kamloops than in the
Case Western control fish (p = 0.00303) (Table 2.5).
Comparisons of relative gene expression of HSP90 at t = 0, t = 4, t = 24, and t = 72
hours (Figure 2.5) were not significantly different between the two strains. Relative
expression was higher in the Kamloops at t = 0, then slightly higher in the Case Western fish
at t = 4h and t = 24h. At t= 72h the relative gene expression of HSP90 gets higher for the
Kamloops strain.
In our study, we compared relative gene expression of HSP70 and HSP90 from QRTPCR among strains, but we also examined response within the strains among different aged
individuals. Each strain of rainbow trout group was composed of 40 individuals, of which 20
were 6 months old and the other 20 were 18 months old. The individuals’ genes of interest
expressions were compared in their control state. Case Western strain shows a relatively
higher level of both gene expressions for the younger individuals (Figure 2.6), while the
Kamloops strain shows a relatively higher level of both gene expressions for the older
individuals.
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Discussion
Fish respond to a stressor by eliciting a generalized physiological stress response,
which is characterized by an increase in stress hormones (Iwama et al., 1999; Barton, 2002)
and at the cellular level with the increasing synthesis of heat shock proteins (Iwama et al.,
1998). This response to stressors has been considered to be adaptive and represents the
natural capacity of the fish to respond to stress. Induction of a heat shock response may
therefore serve as a sensitive indicator of sublethal cell stress before responses at the
organismal level are evident (Sanders, 1990). The magnitude of the response can differ
among species, strains, individuals, and even among HSP families (Iwama et al., 2004).
Rainbow trout are an economically important aquaculture species that is cultured all
around the world. Climate change-induced temperature variations will likely increase
temperature in public waters (FAO, 2008). The majority of the aquaculture facilities use
public waters to fill the internal water system, therefore they are directly subjected to an
eventual change in water temperatures. This water temperature change will cause
progressively more problems from a managerial point of view, as it is always more difficult
to control incoming water temperatures. Species with higher temperature tolerance will be
more easily cultivated, and over time it is expected that markets for cold water fishes will
have an economic decrease (FAO, 2008). Rainbow trout is one of these species that are
strictly constrained to cold-water environment. Therefore it would be of extreme importance
to detect if there are strains of rainbow trout that are more tolerant to higher temperature and
increase the culture of these strains. The Kamloops strain is the most cultivated strain of
rainbow trout for its rapid growth and resistance in aquaculture facilities (Kincaid et al.,
2001). The Case Western strain instead has been defined as a warm water strain of rainbow
trout, even if no studies have been made to confirm it.
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In this regard, the present study provides convincing evidence that the Case Western
strain of rainbow trout is less stressed by elevated water temperatures than the popular
Kamloops strain. Looking at the results of the HSP70 and HSP90 expression from QRTPCR analysis on the two strains of rainbow trout in a control situation, it is clear that the two
strains have different thermal tolerance. Because of that difference in baselines from the
control state, in order to detect the true level of expression in stress state for each strain, we
did a further normalization relative to the baseline. To be sure that the HSPs differences could be due
to general stress a cortisol concentration analysis was performed and showed the same trend for the
two strains, and no physiological stress in the control state (Chapter 3). The heat shock proteins are

produced when organisms are under heat stress, but even in control situations a small amount
of HSPs is produced. The Case Western strain showed a measurable expression for the
HSP70 in only 8 individuals out of 40. Instead, the Kamloops strain in the same control
environment showed expression for HSP70 in 37 out of 40 individuals. This general situation
demonstrates that the Kamloops strain has a lower heat stress tolerance than Case Western,
therefore with a higher expression of the HSP70 gene, one of the most highly conserved
HSPs, which is most commonly expressed in response to thermal stress (Lewis et al., 2010).
The thermal resistance difference between the two strains is confirmed by the significant
statistical difference showed by the one-way ANOVA. Regarding the HSP90 expression, the
Case Western shows again a lower relative expression than the Kamloops strain. Only 12
individuals out of 40 from the Case Western strain showed expression of the gene of interest
(GOI). The Kamloops strain showed a measurable HSP90 expression in 39 individuals out of
40. A study by Porto (2012) confirmed higher thermal tolerance of Case Western strain of
rainbow trout, but not genetically. Indeed, Porto (2012) conducted CTM experiments on
Case Western, Kamloops and Wytheville strains and found significantly higher CTM in Case
Western trout (31.29 °C), 0.15 °C higher on average than the Kamloops strain.
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Expression of HSP70 and HSP90 between the strains differed over time following
thermal stress. Immediately after the heat stress period (t = 0h) the comparison between the
two strains shows a higher relative expression of HSP70 for the Kamloops strain. The HSP70
relative expression after 4, 24, and 72 hours from the heat stress test confirmed that the
Kamloops strain has a higher expression of the gene of interest. At t = 24h, Case Western
shows a negative relative expression, due to the subtraction of each control individual in
order to be able to compare the two strains. This situation means that at t = 24h the Case
Western strain shows a lower expression of the HSP70 gene than in the control state. The
overall higher expression of the HSP70 happens at the time zero (t = 0h), immediately after
the heat stress and with a significant difference from the other four time points.
Results of the relative expression of HSP90 between the strains were not as strong as
for HSP70. The relative expression of the HSP90 is higher for the Kamloops strain than for
the Case Western strain at t = 0h, but thereafter the relative expression of HSP90 is similar
between the two strains, with slightly higher expression in the Case Western strain at t = 4h
and t = 24h. By t = 72h, relative expression of HSP90 was again higher in Kamloops than in
Case Western.
The expression of HSP90 and its role as a molecular chaperone are essential for the
viability of eukaryotic cells under extended exposure to stress (Lewis et al., 2010). The
expression of HSP90 can be stimulated also after psychological stressors such as dominance
hierarchies, which develop between individuals within confined environments such as
experimental tanks (Iwama et al., 1999). In the present study the tanks were divided per
strain, but the individuals of each strain were of two different ages in the same tank (6
months and 18 months old). The last time points of the experiment, after 72 hours from the
end of the heat stress (t = 72h) shows a higher relative expression of HSP90 in the Kamloops
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strain (Fig. 2.5d). For both HSPs the Kamloops strain shows an increase in relative
expression after 72 hours from the stress, consequently with a slower recovery than the Case
Western strain. Salmonid fish form dominance hierarchies in laboratory situations,
comparable to those formed in semi-natural or natural situations (Kalleberg, 1958; Bachman,
1984). Currie et al. (2009) showed that the behavioral and physiological stress experienced
by juvenile rainbow trout when dominance hierarchies are formed is also reflected at the
level of the cellular stress response with the expression of HSPs. The Kamloops strain has a
well-known strong behavior, thus it is possible to hypothesize that after 72h from the heat
stress, the stressful environment generated an indirect psychological stress manifesting a
stressful dominance hierarchy (being composed by two sizes of individuals) for the
Kamloops group (Currie et al., 2009) with a consequent increase of stress response for some
individuals.
By following the relative gene expression across time it is possible to compare
expressions reached for both strains at different points of time under the same experimental
conditions. The HSP70 expression happens strongly immediately after the end of the heat
stress at t = 0h, in contrast with Lund et al. (2003) that found the higher peak after 4 hours
from the end of the heat stress. Most past studies (Misra et al., 1989; Iwama et al., 1999)
report that the increase in HSP70 is the most prominent response to heat shock. The other
time points all had lower relative expression, showing a rapid recovery after four hours from
the end of the stress test. Our results show that the HSP70 is a very good indicator of thermal
stress and protein damage, with an extremely sensitive and rapid indicator of cellular stress
when examined at the mRNA level. The comparisons and the significant statistical results
with the one-way ANOVA confirmed the difference between the Case Western strain and the
Kamloops strain. By this experiment the existence of a different and higher thermal
performance of the Case Western strain is inferred, showing a lower expression of the HSP70
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and HSP90 reputed to protect nuclear proteins and possibly transcriptional processes
following heat shock (LaThangue, 1984; Collier and Schlesinger, 1986; Biggiogera, et al.,
1996; Langer et al., 2003). The HSP90 relative expression over time shows that the vertical
line, expressing the relative expression levels, reaches generally lower levels, so the HSP90
expressed is quantitatively lower that the quantities of HSP70 expressed. The HSP90 bar
plots (Figure 2.5) show a higher expression of HSP90 after four hours from the end of the
heat stress test, in contrast with Sathiyaa et al. (2001) that shows transient elevation of
HSP90 mRNA expression over a 24-h period in trout hepatocytes. This may suggest that the
expression of HSP90 can be faster in RBCs than other tissues. HSPs have been identified in
almost all vertebrate tissues, including the red blood cells of some species (Lund et al., 2003).
From several studies, the critical thermal maxima (CTM) for rainbow trout is
approximately 24 - 26 °C (Bidgood, 1980). [CTM’s are calculated by steadily increasing the
temperature of a water body until fish movements become disorganized and/or its sense of
balance is upset and normal activity is no longer possible (Currie et al., 1998)]. However,
some studies have found lower and higher CTMs depending on thermal history of the fish
and life stage. Ojolick et al. (1995) and Benfey (1996) recorded that the CTM for brook trout
(Salvelinus fontinalis, a closely related salmonid) was up to 29.8 °C depending on the age
and sex of the fish. Furthermore, Benfey (1996) concluded that younger fish were better able
to survive higher temperatures than older fish. Thus, it seems that young fish may be the best
able to tolerate extremes of temperature. Furthermore, there are developmental changes in
HSP localization in fish tissues under control conditions, with HSP90 distributed differently
in mature and juvenile rainbow trout liver (Rendell and Currie, 2005).
In this regard, comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 and HSP90 from
QRT-PCR analysis between the two ranges of age in each of the two strains of rainbow trout
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red blood cells (RBCs) have been investigated. The individual GOI expressions were
compared in their control state because of the bigger sample size and because we detected a
difference in expression also in the control state. This comparison is more related to the
natural expression of HSPs related to the ages and strains than under stress expression. Each
of the two strains (Case Western and Kamloops) used 40 individuals of which 20 were 6
months and 20 were 18 months old. Benfey (1996) found that older individuals of rainbow
trout have a higher expression of the heat shock protein than the younger individuals. Rendell
et al. (2006) considered both HSP90 and HSP70 expression levels in the heart and stated that
juvenile fish show a greater increase in hsp70 after heat shock and mature fish show an
enhanced increase in hsp90. This may be a coordinated cellular stress response to ensure a
minimum level of protection during thermal stress (Rendell et al., 2006). In this experiment,
the younger Case Western shows higher expression of both the GOI than the older
individuals, while the Kamloops strain respond in the opposite, with higher expression levels
of both the GOI for the older individuals and lower for the younger individuals.
Herredia-Middleton et al. (2008) obtained similar results for the HSP70 gene
expression among three different clonal lines of rainbow trout, different from the strains used
in this study. Thus, the results obtained with the present study bring forward new elements in
favor of different relative expression of HSP70 gene among different strains of rainbow trout.
No research has been done on the differences of HSP70 and HSP90 between Case Western
and Kamloops strains of rainbow trout. Furthermore, no studies have been done to assess the
believed higher thermal tolerance of Case Western strain, registered as warm water strain,
looking at the HSP70 and HSP90 relative expressions. Several studies have been done
examining the relation between age and HSP expression (Rendell et al., 2006; Currie et al.,
2009; Fowler et al., 2009; and Alak et al., 2010), but none of them compared these relations
between different strains of rainbow trout.
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In conclusion, the Case Western strain of rainbow trout was confirmed to have better
thermal tolerance than the commonly cultured Kamloops strain, with statistically significant
differences in heat shock protein expression. Furthermore, susceptibility to thermal stress has
been demonstrated to be independent from the life stage of the organism, but more related to
the strain of origin within a species. In most cases and for most climate change-related
impacts, improved management and better aquaculture practices would be the best and most
immediate form of adaptation, providing a sound basis for production that could
accommodate potential challenges. Genetic knowledge and management in aquaculture are
not as developed as in other husbandries, and will be both a major challenge and an
opportunity (FAO, 2008). Examples include genetic improvement for increasing species
resistance to higher temperature. The results of this research, which show higher thermal
tolerance of the Case Western strain of rainbow trout, could be used to improve aquaculture
management. Therefore the utilization of Case Western strain in common aquaculture could
help the production of rainbow trout, accommodating possible impacts of climate changes in
the future.
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Table 2.1. Experimental design: time points representing an early and a late transcriptional
response for Case Western strain (CW), and Kamloops strain (K).

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Preliminary Bleeding

Bleed 40 individuals CW

13C

Preliminary Bleeding

Bleed 40 individuals K

13C

Day 1
Day 2- Day 16

Recovery

13C
13C->25C (4h)

Day 17

Heat Stress Test

80 individuals (CW/K)
25C (1h)

Day 17

Bleeding at t=0h

10 individuals CW

25C->13C

Day 17

Bleeding at t=0h

10 individuals K

25C->13C

Day 17

Bleeding at t=4h

10 individuals CW

13C

Day 17

Bleeding at t=4h

10 individuals K

13C

Day18

Bleeding at t=24h

10 individuals CW

13C

Day18

Bleeding at t=24h

10 individuals K

13C

Day 20

Bleeding at t=72h

10 individuals CW

13C

Day 20

Bleeding at t=72h

10 individuals K

13C
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Table 2.2. Primers used in real-time PCR: HSP70 f/r, HSP90 f/r, and the housekeeping gene
ßActin f/r.

Primer
Name
HSP70 - f
HSP70 - r
HSP90 - f
HSP90 - r
ßActin - f
ßActin - r

Sequence (5'-3')
GGGCCAGAAGGTGTCCAATGCAGTC
GCCCCCACCCAGGTCAAAAATGAC
CGGGCAGTTCGGTGTGGGTTTCTAC
GACGCGCTTCTCCTCACAGTATTCAA
CCCATCTACGAGGACTACGC
CCCATCTCCTGCTCAAAGTC
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Amplicon size,
bp
205
217
200

Table 2.3. One-way ANOVA results of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRTPCR analysis on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled
as control group. The p-value of 0.03142 shows a significant statistical difference between
the two strains of rainbow trout (Case Western vs. Kamloops) in control condition.

ANOVA
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

Trt

0.09169

1

0.09169

4.80594

0.03142

Error

1.45002

76

0.01908

Total

1.54171

77
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Table 2.4. One-way ANOVA results of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRTPCR analysis on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled
immediately after the heat shock test (t = 0h) that lasts 5 hours. The p-value of 0.00009 shows
a significant statistical difference between the two strains of rainbow trout (Case Western vs.
Kamloops) at t = 0h.

ANOVA
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

Trt

10.96429

1

10.96429

26.77892

0.00009

Error

6.551

16

0.40944

Total

17.51528

17
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Table 2.5. One-way ANOVA results of the relative gene expression of HSP90 from QRTPCR analysis on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled
as control group. The p-value of 0.00303 shows a significant statistical difference between
the two strains of rainbow trout (Case Western vs. Kamloops) in control condition.

ANOVA
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

Trt

0.59228

1

0.59228

9.3805

0.00303

Error

4.79863

76

0.06314

Total

5.39091

77
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Figure 2.1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of RNA extracted from 8 samples.
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Relative HSP70 gene expression

35

Case Western
Kamloops

30
25
20
15
10

5
0
Control State (no stress)

Figure 2.2. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled as control two
weeks before the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values,
and lines represent traces of individual response based on 40 individuals per strain. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the
Case Western control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control
group.
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs): a) sampled
immediately after the heat shock test (t = 0h) that lasts 5 hours; b) after 4 hours from the end
of the heat stress test (t = 4h); c) after 24 hours from the end of the heat stress test (t = 24h);
and d) after 72 hours from the end of the heat stress test (t = 72h). Vertical bars represent the
relative gene expression values, and lines represent traces of individual response on 10
individuals per strain. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The
dark grey column represents the Case Western strain, and the light grey column represents
the Kamloops strain.
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Relative HSP90 gene expression
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP90 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled as control two
weeks before the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values,
and lines represent traces of individual response based on 40 individuals per strain. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the
Case Western control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control
group.
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Figure 2.5. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP90 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs): a) sampled
immediately after the heat shock test (t = 0h) that lasts 5 hours; b) after 4 hours from the end
of the heat stress test (t = 4h); c) after 24 hours from the end of the heat stress test (t = 24h);
and d) after 72 hours from the end of the heat stress test (t = 72h). Vertical bars represent the
relative gene expression values, and lines represent traces of individual response on 10
individuals per strain. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The
dark grey column represents the Case Western strain, and the light grey column represents
the Kamloops strain.
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 and HSP90 from QRTPCR analysis between the two ranges of age in each of the two strains of rainbow trout (O.
mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs). The individuals GOI expressions were compared in their
control state. Each strain comprehended 40 individuals of which 20 had 6 months and 20 1
year old. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values, and lines represent
traces of individual response. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM).
The dark grey column represents individuals of 6 months old, and the light grey column
represents individuals of 18 months.
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Chapter 3: Cellular and physiological responses to heat stress in two
strains of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss): Case Western and
Kamloops strains
Abstract
Two different strains of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were used for the present
study: Case Western strain and Kamloops strain. The purpose of this study was to investigate
if the plasma cortisol level production in a control and a stressed state varies with the strain or
is species-specific. Furthermore, this study examined the relations of cortisol levels with the
relative expression of HSP70 and HSP90 genes, and how these three factors influence the
variance among different treatment groups. The results show that the plasma cortisol levels
before and after thermal stress do not differ among strains, and that the physiological
response to heat stress is species-specific. The results on the HSP70 and HSP 90 relative
expressions confirm that the Case Western strain has higher thermal tolerance, highlighting
the importance of this strain as a candidate to be cultured in aquaculture facilities as an
answer to possible impacts of future climate change. The variable that has the largest
influence on the variance expressed among groups came from the HSP90 gene. We found
the stressed Kamloops was the most diverse group, with less thermal tolerance, influenced
mostly by the weight of the HSP90 on the total variance.

Introduction
Biological and abiotic stressors can invoke several biochemical and physiological
changes in fish (Wendelaar Bonga, 1997). At the organismal level, these changes are
mediated by the neuroendocrine system and characterized by increased concentrations of
circulating stress hormones, such as cortisol (Sumpter, 1997; Mommsen et al., 1999).
Furthermore, generalized stress responses at the cellular level have been observed following
exposure to stressful situations in nearly all organisms (Welch, 1993; Feder and Hofmann,
1999). In poikilotherms exposed to stressfully high temperatures, the principal characteristic
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of these cellular stress responses is the induction of heat shock proteins (HSPs) (Welch,
1993). Constitutive HSPs have several functions within a cell related to protein assembly,
folding, translocation, and denaturation (Pratt, 1993). In addition, many HSPs have been
induced in fish exposed to various stressors, indicating a protective role for HSPs during
times of stress (Iwama et al., 1999). The underlying functions of these two levels of stress
responses are highly conserved throughout evolution across a wide variety of organisms,
ubiquitous in nature, and predictable during times of rest and stress (Barton and Iwama,
1991; Wendelaar Bonga, 1997; Feder and Hofmann, 1999; Iwama et al., 1999).
The physiological stress response has been classified into a primary, secondary, and
tertiary response for several years (Barton, 2002), but Vijiayan et al. (2010) added a
quaternary and quinary response to the physiological stress. The primary stress response
consists of rapid neural responses that occur in the autonomic nervous system, including the
release of catecholamines, norepinephrine, and acetylcholine. The secondary stress response
consists of the release of endocrine catcholamines from the chromaffin cells in the interrenal
tissue into the circulation, stimulated by the autonomic nervous system. The tertiary stress
response is associated with the hypothalamus stimulation by the steroidogenic cells of the
interrenal tissue to synthesize increasing plasma cortisol concentrations and release it into
circulation within minutes from the exposure to the stressor (around 15 minutes). The
increased release of cortisol from the steroidogenic cell components of the interrenal tissue in
the head kidney occurs in response to stimulation by several pituitary hormones
(adrenocorticotropin [ACTH], a-melanocyte stimulating hormone [aMSH], and β-endorphin),
of which ACTH appears to be the most potent agonist (Wendelaar Bonga, 1997; Iwama et
al., 2006; Aluru and Vijayan, 2008). The tertiary response describes the elevation of blood
cortisol levels by several folds within minutes, and the cortisol elevation lasts for several
hours in response to a stress signal (Gamperl and Boutilier, 1994; Iwama et al., 2006). The
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quaternary stress response refers to aspects of whole-animal performance such as changes in
growth, condition, disease resistance, metabolic responses, behavior, and ultimately survival
(Wedemeyer and McLeay, 1981; Wedemeyer et al., 1990; Vijiayan et al., 2010). In extreme
situations of exposure to stressors, individuals may have a fifth series of response events seen
at a population level resulting in changes in reproductive parameters, growth potential,
immune protective ability, all of which are probably related to elevated plasma glucocorticoid
levels (Gamperl and Boutilier, 1994; Mommsen et al., 1999; Davies, 2010; Leatherland et al.,
2010; Schreck, 2010; Vijayan et al., 2010; Pankhurst, 2011). As indicated above, long-term
stress exposure (high levels of cortisol in the circulation system) can cause social and
psychological events, some of which are associated with altered central nerve system
function (discussed below) (Seckl, 2004; Watts, 2005; Weinstock, 2005; Tasker et al., 2006;
Revollo and Cidlowski, 2009). Cortisol synthesis and release from interrenal cells has a lag
time of several minutes, unlike chromaffin cells, and, therefore, proper sampling protocol can
allow measurement of resting levels of this hormone in fish (Wedemeyer et al., 1990;
Gamperl et al., 1994). As a result, the circulating level of cortisol is commonly used as an
indicator of the degree of stress experienced by fish (Barton and Iwama, 1991; Wendelaar
Bonga, 1997).
The stress response in fish has a genetic component (Pottinger and Pickering, 1997).
Therefore there are differences in stress response among different fish species, stocks and
strains of the same species. The observed stress response is the combined expression of
environmental and genetic factors (Iwama et al., 1992). The cellular stress response,
especially HSP70 and HSP90, act as molecular chaperones to facilitate in the assembly and
folding of denatured proteins, and aid in the translocation of proteins between cellular
organelles. Many studies have shown the influence of high levels of cortisol on the
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expression of the HSPs (Basu et al., 2001; Sathiyaa et al., 2001; Feldhaus, 2008; Celi et al.,
2012).
This study investigated the validity of the supposed higher thermal tolerance of Case
Western strain of rainbow trout, comparing it with a commonly reared strain, the Kamloops
strain. The Case Western strain is the only registered strain of rainbow trout that originates
from a warm water brood stock according to the National Fish Strain Registry (Kincaid et al.,
2001), and consequently is reputed to tolerate stressful temperature exposure better than other
strains of rainbow trout. Dr. Mits Teraguchi at the Case Western Reserve University
discovered the strain in the early 1980’s, as the byproduct of ecological pond experiments.
Since the strain was sold in the early 1990’s to Laurel Hill Trout Farm, Inc. (Somerset, PA,
United States), there has been only one study related to thermal tolerance done on the
individuals of this strain, and none involving physiological stress responses. Porto (2012)
conducted laboratory experiments and determined that the Case Western strain had a 0.15 oC
higher critical thermal maximum (CTM) than the Kamloops strain. Such a small difference in
CTM among these strains brings up the question of whether this particular strain truly does
possess the thermal tolerance it was thought to have, or if it has been lost due to a lack of
selective pressure. The goal of this experiment is to investigate if the blood cortisol levels
produced in a control and in a stressed state varies with the strain or is species-specific. This
study also examines the relations of cortisol levels with HSP70 and HSP90 expression, and
how these three factors influence the variance among different treatment groups.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Animals and Sampling
For this experiment, rainbow trout were raised in the same conditions and allowed to
acclimate once they were transferred to the Fish Ecophysiology Laboratory at West Virginia
University (Morgantown, WV, United States). The rainbow trout were kept in 1,136 liter
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tanks supplied with aerated flow-through recirculating water at 13 °C, with pH 7 and a 14 h
light-10 h dark photoperiod. For this experiment 10 individuals of the Kamloops strain
(108.54 ± 41.09 g) were obtained from Albert Powell State Fish Hatchery, MD, United
States. Another 10 individuals of Case Western strain (114.03 ± 49.07 g) were obtained from
Murley Branch Hatchery, MD, United States. All fish were tagged with passive integrated
transponders two months before the beginning of the experiment. Fish were fed to satiation
on Silver cup floating pellet (Murray, UT, United States) composed of 40% protein and 10%
fat every other day, and food was withheld 48 h prior to blood sampling until the end of the
heat stress experiment, to avoid metabolic influences on the anesthesia and blood samples.
Throughout the experiment the two strains of rainbow trout were kept separate in two
different tanks (Table 3.1, experiment design). The first step of the experiment consisted of
sampling blood from each of the 20 individuals of rainbow trout in order to have blood
samples in control conditions at 13 °C (Control State, CS). Each individual was anesthetized
in a buffered 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (MS-222, 40-100 ppm) and 0.4 ml of blood was
rapidly sampled from the caudal vein with 1cc ammonium heparinized syringes using a 23gauge needle. Once bled, the fish were returned to the water, irrigating their gills until
opercular movements were resumed.
After a recovery period of 2 weeks, rainbow trout (n=20) were subjected to an in vivo
heat shock of 3 °C/hour, beginning at 13°C (ambient temperature) increasing to 25 °C (in 4
hours), where the water flux was stopped and oxygenation augmented. Fish were maintained
at this elevated temperature of 25 °C for one hour (heat stress period) and then the water was
allowed to cool back to ambient temperature. Approximately 0.4 ml of blood was sampled
immediately after the end of the acute stress from all the 20 individuals of rainbow trout
(Stressed State, SS), representing an early transcriptional response (Lewis et al., 2010; Quinn
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et al., 2011). The blood samples were used to analyze: Cortisol levels, HSP70 relative
expressions, and HSP90 relative expressions of the two strains of rainbow trout. Blood
samples were kept on ice for less than 1 h before centrifugation for 20 minutes at 14,000 rpm
at 4 °C. Separated plasma was transferred to Eppendorf tubes and stored at –80 °C until
analyzed for plasma cortisol levels. This analysis was determined using a Fish Cortisol
Immunoassay Elisa kit (NovaTeinBio, Cambridge, MA, United States). The remaining buffy
coat was poured from the tubes, leaving only red blood cells (RBCs) in the tubes. RBCs were
then processed immediately for the extraction of mRNA, in order to analyze the relative
expression of HSPs genes through quantitative real-time PCR.
Sample processing for Cortisol measurements
The coated well immunoenzymatic assay for the quantitative measurement of cortisol
utilizes a multiclonal anti-Cortisol antibody and a Cortisol-HRP conjugate. One blank (empty
well) and six standards (100 µl) were added to the plate in duplicates, the standards had the
following concentrations: 0 ng/ml, 2.5 ng/ml, 5 ng/ml, 10 ng/ml, 25 ng/ml, and 50 ng/ml. The
samples were previously diluted with a ratio of 1:1 and then 100 µl of each diluted sample
were added to the appropriate well of the antibody pre-coated Microtiter Plate in duplicates.
50 µl of conjugate were added to each well, and after being mixed well the plate was covered
and incubated at 37 °C for one hour. After the incubation period, the wells were decanted and
washed five times with a wash solution (1x) from the Elisa kit to remove unbound substance.
The following step consisted of adding 50 µl of the kit’s chromogenic Substrate A and 50 µl
of chromogenic Substrate B (substrate for HRP enzyme) to each well, to ensure the same
adding time difference. The product of the enzyme-substrate reaction forms a blue colored
complex. The plate was then covered and incubated for 10 minutes at 25 °C away from
sunlight, because the chromogenic Substrate B is very light sensitive. Finally, 50 µl of stop
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solution were added to each well, in order to stop the reaction process and the solutions until
the wells turned yellow. The intensity of the color has been measured spectrophotometrically
at 450 nm in a common microplate reader immediately after the addition of the stop solution.
The intensity of the color is inversely proportional to the cortisol concentration since cortisol
from samples and cortisol-HRP conjugate compete for the anti-cortisol antibody binding site.
Since the number of sites is limited, as more sites are occupied by cortisol from the sample,
fewer sites are left to bind cortisol-HRP conjugate.
Sample processing for HSP70 and HSP90 genes relative expressions measurements
Total RNA was isolated using the TRIzol® Reagent protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, United States). Once the total RNA was extracted it was diluted in 50 µl of pure water,
and the concentration and purity of each sample were checked with the Thermo Scientific
NanoDrop™ 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). Furthermore, the
overall quality of RNA was assessed by electrophoresis on an agarose gel for 10 random
samples (Figure 3.1). The diluted total RNA was then treated with DNase I (Ambion Inc.,
Austin, TX, United States) and incubated for 25 minutes at 37 °C. 16 µl of the supernatant
was transferred to a new tube after the addition of 5 µl of DNase Inactivation Reagent (DIR)
to each sample and then centrifuged for 2 minutes at 14,000 rpm at 4 °C. 2 µl of Oligo dt and
8 µl of dNTP (2.5 mM) were then added to each sample, incubated for 5 minutes at 65 °C
and immediately put on ice to cool down. The cDNA synthesis was completed by adding 8 µl
of 1st Strand Buffer (5xBuffer-reverse), 4 µl of 0.1M DDT, and 2 µl of Super Script III
Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen), to each sample, following the manufacturer’s protocol.
The samples were then incubated first for 50 minutes at 42 °C, then for 10 minutes at 70 °C.
The cDNA was then diluted in pure water 5 times, ending with a final volume of 200ul and
stored at -80 °C until the next analysis.
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The cDNA of each sample was used for real-time PCR quantification of HSP70 and
HSP90 gene expression. The sequences of HSP70 and HSP90 primers forward and reverse
and the rainbow trout ß-actin (TC69887) chosen as endogenous control are reported in Table
3.2. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using iCycler real-time PCR detection system
CFX96 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, United States). The iQ™ SYBR® Green Supermix (BioRad, Hercules, CA, United States) was used in 20 µl reaction volume containing 2 µl of
primer (5 mM), 5ul of pure water, 3 µl of diluted cDNA, and 10 µl of SYBR® Green
Supermix. The cycling parameters for the real-time PCR were 3 minutes at 95 °C, and then
the amplification process by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 10 seconds, annealing at
56 °C for 1 minute. An internal reference (two samples) was additionally amplified in each
plate. Standard curves for the target genes and the reference gene were constructed using 10fold serial dilutions of cDNA samples pooled from all the samples analyzed. The melting
curve analysis was then programmed following the amplifications.
Statistical Analysis
For the cortisol samples, the duplicate readings for each standard, blank, and sample
were averaged and then the optical density of the blank was subtracted. To be able to detect
the correct amount of cortisol for each sample, a standard curve was plotted relating the
intensity of the color (optical density, OD) average to the known concentrations of cortisol of
the standards. Consequently each sample’s cortisol concentration has been interpolated from
this standard curve based on the concentrations and ODs of the 6 standards. Because the
samples have been diluted, all the concentrations read from the standard curve were
multiplied by the dilution factor (1:1) and normalized. All the data related to the genes
relative expression from quantitative real-time PCR were calculated and normalized
following the method of Livak’s (1997), to enable the comparison among different treatment
group and among different strains.
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Comparisons between the two strains’ cortisol levels in CS and in SS and comparisons
between the two strains’ HSP70 and HSP90 relative expressions in CS and SS were shown
graphically with 2D bar plots. In order to be able to compare these three variables (cortisol
levels, HSP70 and HSP90 relative expressions) and understand how these variables are
correlated between them, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was performed. The last
statistical analysis performed is a NPMANOVA (Non-Parametric MANOVA), which is a
non-parametric test of significant difference between two or more groups, based on any
distance measure (Anderson, 2001) was performed on the three variables (cortisol levels,
HSP70 and HSP90 relative expressions).

Results
The cortisol concentrations of the two strains of rainbow trout (Case Western and
Kamloops) in the control state and the stressed state were represented graphically by 2D bars
plots (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). The comparison between the two strains at the control state
(Figure 3.2) shows a similar cortisol concentration. The mean for the Case Western was
13.00 ± 19.82 ng/ml (± SD), and the mean for the Kamloops is 12.50 ± 13.54 ng/ml (± SD) of
cortisol. The comparison of the cortisol concentrations after the heat stress (Figure 3.3) shows
a slightly higher cortisol concentration for the Kamloops strain with a mean of 27.40 ± 35.48
ng/ml (± SD) while the Case Western has a mean concentration of 24.05 ± 26.88 ng/ml (±
SD). A one-way ANOVA was performed comparing the control state and the stressed state,
but none of the comparisons showed a significant statistical difference between strains.
Levels of HSP70 expression for the two control groups were compared (Figure 3.4).
For each strain 10 individuals HSP70 expression levels were analyzed. The 2D bars plot for
this comparison shows a higher expression of the HSP70 for the Kamloops strain in control
state (13 °C). The comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from the two strains
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of rainbow trout sampled immediately after the heat shock test also shows a higher gene
expression for the Kamloops strain (Figure 3.5). The levels of the relative HSP90 gene
expression for the two control groups (Figure 3.6) shows a higher expression of this gene for
the Kamloops strain. The comparison of the relative HSP90 gene expression between the two
strains after the heat stress (Figure 3.7) shows a higher expression of this gene for the
Kamloops strain.
The Principal Component Analysis was performed with the objective of analyzing the
correlation between the principal components and the three original variables (cortisol
concentrations, relative HSP70 gene expressions, and relative HSP90 gene expressions)
(Table 3.3). In Figure 3.8 the point-individuals are represented graphically in a bidimensional space, described by the first and the second components, respectively
responsible for 57.04 % and 32.60 % of the total variance among the individuals (89.64 %).
The point-individuals relative to each of the four groups under study are enclosed by complex
hulls that show their dispersion in the Euclidean space (Case Western in CS, Kamloops in
CS, Case Western in SS, and Kamloops in SS). The complex hull is a useful tool that delimits
the dispersion area of each group, connecting between them the point-individuals more
external using segments. The complex hulls are a useful tool for detecting the multivariate
outliers. Furthermore, in this graphical representation the biplot is shown, it is a vectorial
system that enables the description of the level of correlation of each original variable with
the principal components. The first component (57.04 % of explained variance) distinguishes
the group by strain and treatment: the Kamloops strain stressed is distributed in the positive
part of the x-axis (crosses dark green), the Case Western strain under stressed is dispersed in
the center of the x-axis (full fuchsia squares), the Case Westerns strain under control state is
distributed along the negative x-axis (red pluses), and the Kamloops strain under control state
is dispersed along the negative x-axis in between of the two Case Western groups (empty
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blue squares). Looking at the second component (32.60 %) the four groups are dispersed in
its middle portion, with half convex hull on the positive y-axis and half on the negative yaxis. The Case Western individuals in CS are mostly distributed in the II quadrant, while the
Case Western individuals in SS are distributed around the center of the Cartesian plane, but
both occupied the same space portion of the y-axis. The Kamloops individuals in CS, looking
always at the second component, are dispersed mostly along the negative portion of the yaxis, while the Kamloops individuals in SS are majorly distributed in the positive portion of
the y-axis.
A high correlation between the variables is detected when close vectors (representing
the original variables in the space) form an acute angle between them. The smaller the acute
angle is the higher the correlation between these two vectors. The HSPs variables are more
responsible for the separation of the individuals along the first component. Furthermore,
when two vectors show a 90° angle between then, it means that the two vectors are not
correlated between them, and this phenomena is shown between the HSP70 vector (I
quadrant) and the cortisol vector (IV quadrant). A low correlation is shown between HSP90
vector (I quadrant) and cortisol vector, while the correlation between HSPs vectors is strong.
Through the use of histograms that assign a correlation coefficient to each component of each
original variable, it is possible to obtain the weight that each vector has in comparison to its
radial orientation. In Figure 3.9, the histogram shows the correlation coefficients of each
original variable with the first component. All three variables have positive correlation with
the first component: cortisol with a coefficient of 0.3172, HSP70 with a coefficient of
0.8775, and HSP90 with a coefficient of 0.9168. Looking at Figure 3.10, the histogram shows
a positive correlation with the second component for the HSPs variables, with a coefficient of
0.2942 for the HSP70 and of 0.04471 for the HSP90. Instead the cortisol variable has a strong
negative correlation with the second component, with a coefficient of -0.9431.
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Non-parametric multivariate analysis of variance (NP-MANOVA, after Anderson
2001, McArdle and Anderson 2001) was used to evaluate the significance of the differences
between the four groups of multivariate variables. The NP-MANOVA (Table 3.4) shows
significant differences of the Kamloops strain in stress state group from the other three
groups, but no significant over all variance (F = 1.053; p = 0.1128).

Discussion
Many authors reported rainbow trout pre- and post-stress cortisol concentration levels
(Table 3.5) with discordant values. Our results for CS and SS cortisol levels are in agreement
with the results of Campbell et al. (1992) for rainbow trout. Campbell et al. (1992) reported
values pre-stress of 13.50 ± 4.70 ng/ml and 10.80 ± 1.50 ng/ml of cortisol, and values poststress of 33.80 ± 5.90 ng/ml and 26.40 ± 3.20 ng/ml, both for the Annan strain of rainbow
trout. In the present study Case Western in pre-stress shows cortisol levels of 13.00 ± 19.82
ng/ml, while the Kamloops in pre-stress shows cortisol levels of 12.50 ± 13.54 ng/ml. Post
stress Case Western shows cortisol levels of 24.05 ± 26.88 ng/ml, and Kamloops of 27.40 ±
35.48 ng/ml. Comparing these results in pre and post-stress between the two strains the
pattern showed was the same. These results and the statistical one show that there is no
difference between the Case Western strain and the Kamloops strain in the physiological
stress response. This finding confirms the results of other authors that heat stressed two
different strains of rainbow trout and had similar levels of cortisol concentration for both the
strains used. Wagner et al. (1997) compared two different strains of rainbow trout, the Sand
Creek strain and the Ten Sleep strain, and affirmed that the two strains had nearly the same
levels of cortisol. Thus the physiological response to stress is related to the species and not to
the strain (if different strains are kept at same environmental conditions).
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The relative HSP70 gene expression in control state shows higher values for the
Kamloops strain, when compared to the Case Western. In the control state only 2 out of 10
individuals of the Case Western strain expressed the HSP70, while 9 out of 10 individuals of
the Kamloops strain expressed it in the same control state. The individuals that did not show
the expression of the GOI had too low an expression to be detected by real-time PCR. After
the heat stress test, the relative HSP70 gene expression again showed higher values for the
Kamloops strain relative to the Case Western strain. The Kamloops strain appeared to be less
thermal-tolerant than the Case Western in both the conditions, showing high levels of relative
expression of the HSP70 gene.
The relative HSP90 gene expression in control state shows higher values for the
Kamloops strain than the Case Western strain, as well. In the control state again only 2
individuals out of 10 of Case Western strain expressed the HSP90, while all the 10
individuals of the Kamloops strain expressed it. The comparison between the expressions of
HSP90 gene immediately after the heat stress (SS) showed a higher expression of the GOI for
the Kamloops strain as opposed to the Case Western strain.
Looking at the results of the HSP70 and HSP90 expression from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout, it is clear that the two strains have different thermal
tolerance. This statement is validated by an increase in relative expression for both HSPs
shown from the Kamloops strain, while the higher thermal tolerance of the Case Western is
confirmed from its lower levels of expression of HSP70 and HSP90 (in control condition
most of them close to zero).
Because of the similarities in cortisol concentration levels in both states (control state
and stressed state) of the two strains of rainbow trout, the study investigated if and how
cortisol levels influenced the expression of the two HSPs (HSP70 and HSP90), and which
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variable most influenced the variance among groups. In order to do that a principal
component analysis was performed on a multivariate matrix. Most of the variance is
accounted for the first two components (57.04 %, 32.60 %), meaning that the PCA has been
very successful explaining the 89.64 % of the total variance. The Jolliffe cut-off value (0.7)
gives an informal indication of how many principal components should be considered
significant (Jolliffe, 1986). Based on this only the first and the second component are
significant (Table 3.3) (being the eigenvalues of these two components higher than the
Jolliffe cut-off value). The correlation of the cortisol variable to the other two variables
(HSP70 and HSP90) was also investigated. Furthermore, the correlation and weight of each
variable was analyzed looking at their respective influence on the overall detected variance
explained by the principal component analysis.
From this analysis and from its graphic representation (Figure 3.8), the four groups
are distributed well along the first component, which explains a high portion of the total
variance with a percentage of 57.04%. The vectors of the three variables and their radial
positions explain the existent correlation between them and the variance detected. The HSPs
vectors are strictly correlated between them and with the first component. The vector of the
HSP90 shows that this variable, being the closest to the x-axis, is responsible for the majority
of the variance explained by the first component, confirmed by the high correlation
coefficient of 0.9168 that the HSP90 variable has with the first component. The individuals
that differ the most from the others groups are the ones belonging to the Kamloops strain in
the stressed state. These individuals occupy the positive x-axis, when the other three groups
are located from the center part of the Cartesian plane until the negative extreme of the x-axis
The Kamloops strain, as demonstrated by this spatial distribution, is shown to be the group
that differs the most from others. At the same time, the Kamloops strain is also the one that
weighs the most on the distribution axis system and influenced the most variation explained
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by the principal components. Furthermore, as we can see from the Cartesian plane the
cortisol variables are more correlated to the HSP90 variables than the HSP70, because their
vectors are closer. The cortisol variables have a major weight on the distribution of the two
groups of stressed individuals than on the two control groups, graphically shown by the
presence of the cortisol vector in the IV quadrant, where there are only individuals belonging
to the stressed Case Western group and to the stressed Kamloops group.
In conclusion, this research brings important new findings about the correlation
between stress response at the physiological level and at the cellular level, showing that
different strains of a species differ one from the other only at the cellular stress response and
not at the physiological stress response. The heat shock proteins are expressed differently
among strains of the same species, while the cortisol concentration levels do not differ among
strains, but they are species-specific. Furthermore, the variable that influences the most the
variance among different strains of rainbow trout is the HSP90 gene, and the group of
individuals that differ the most from the others groups is the Kamloops strain in stressed
state.
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Table 3.1. Experimental design of the heat stress test done on Case Western strain (CW), and
Kamloops strain (K) rainbow trout.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Day 1

Preliminary Bleeding

Bleed 10 individuals CW

13C

Preliminary Bleeding

Bleed 10 individuals K

13C

Day 2- Day 16

Recovery

13C
13C->25C (4h)

Day 17

Heat Stress Test

20 individuals (CW/K)
25C (1h)

Day 17

Bleeding at t=0h

10 individuals CW

25C->13C

Day 17

Bleeding at t=0h

10 individuals K

25C->13C
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Table 3.2. Primers used in real-time PCR: HSP70 f/r, HSP90 f/r, and the housekeeping gene
ßActin f/r.

Primer
Name
HSP70 - f
HSP70 - r
HSP90 - f
HSP90 - r
ßActin - f
ßActin - r

Sequence (5'-3')
GGGCCAGAAGGTGTCCAATGCAGTC
GCCCCCACCCAGGTCAAAAATGAC
CGGGCAGTTCGGTGTGGGTTTCTAC
GACGCGCTTCTCCTCACAGTATTCAA
CCCATCTACGAGGACTACGC
CCCATCTCCTGCTCAAAGTC
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Amplicon size,
bp
205
217
200

Table 3.3. The eigenvalues values, giving a measure of the variance accounted for by the
corresponding eigenvectors (components) are given below for the two significant
components. The percentages of variance accounted for by these components are also given.

PC

Eigenvalue

%variance

1

1.71131

57.044

2

0.978074

32.602
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Table 3.4. Results of a non-parametric MANOVA to test for significant differences between
the four groups under study, based on correlation distance measure (Anderson 2001). Shaded
cells represent those group pairs with significant correlation.

CW_CS

K_CS

CW_SS

K_SS

CW_CS

0

1

0.4605

0.0001

K_CS

1

0

1

0

CW_SS

1

1

0

0.0012

K_SS

0.0006

0

0.0072

0
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Table 3.5. Literature cortisol levels for stressed and unstressed (control) rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss)

Cortisol levels for rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
Authors

Treatement type

Cortisol value (ng/ml)

Campbell et al., 1992

Pre-stress male

13.5±4.7

Campbell et al., 1992

Pre-stress female

10.8±1.5

Ruane et al., 1999

Pre-stress

1.9±0.4

Basu et al., 2001

Pre-stress

1.7±0.8

Barton, 2002

Pre-stress

1.7±0.5

Campbell et al., 1992

Post-stress male (handling)

26.4±3.2

Campbell et al., 1992

Post-stress female (handling)

33.8±5.9

Ruane et al., 1999

Post-stress (after 4h confinement)

43.4±7.9

Ruane et al., 1999

Post-stress (after 48h confinement)

7.8±4.4

Basu et al., 2001

Post-stress (heat stress of 2h, measurements
after 3h from the stress)

127.8±8.5

Basu et al., 2001

Post-stress (after 24h from the heat stress)

63.6±24.7

Basu et al., 2001

Post-stress (after 72h from the heat stress)

71.5±17.6

Barton, 2002

Post-stress (handling)

43±3.5

Jentoft et a., 2005

Post repeated stress (after 30 minutes)

147±17

Jentoft et a., 2005

Post repeated stress (after 1h)

70±21

Jentoft et a., 2005

Post single stress

177±18
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Figure 3.1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of RNA extracted from 8 samples.
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Cortisol Concentration (ng/ml)
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of the plasma cortisol concentration levels of the two strains of
rainbow trout (O. mykiss) sampled as control two weeks before the heat shock test. Vertical
bars represent the plasma cortisol concentrations (ng/ml), and lines represent traces of
individual response based on 10 individuals per strain. The error bars represent the standard
deviation from the mean (SD). The dark grey column represents the Case Western control
group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control group.
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Cortisol Concentration (ng/ml)
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of the plasma cortisol concentration levels of the two strains of
rainbow trout (O. mykiss) sampled immediately after the heat shock test. Vertical bars
represent the plasma cortisol concentrations (ng/ml), and lines represent traces of individual
response based on 10 individuals per strain. The error bars represent the standard deviation
from the mean (SD). The dark grey column represents the Case Western control group, and
the light grey column represents the Kamloops control group.
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Relative HSP70 gene expression
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled as control two
weeks before the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values,
and lines represent traces of individual response based on 10 individuals per strain. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the
Case Western control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control
group.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP70 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled immediately
after the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values, and lines
represent traces of individual response on 10 individuals per strain. The error bars represent
the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the Case Western
control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control group.
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Relative HSP90 gene expression
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP90 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled as control two
weeks before the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values,
and lines represent traces of individual response based on 10 individuals per strain. The error
bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the
Case Western control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control
group.
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Relative HSP90 gene expression
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of the relative gene expression of HSP90 from QRT-PCR analysis
on the two strains of rainbow trout (O. mykiss) red blood cells (RBCs) sampled immediately
after the heat shock test. Vertical bars represent the relative gene expression values, and lines
represent traces of individual response on 10 individuals per strain. The error bars represent
the standard error of the mean (SEM). The dark grey column represents the Case Western
control group, and the light grey column represents the Kamloops control group.
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Figure 3.8. Principal Component Analysis graph, showing the first (57.04% of variance
explained) and second (32.60% of variance explained) components. The convex hulls show
the distribution of the four groups under study: Case Western strain in control state (red
pluses), Kamloops in control state (blue empty squares), Case Western in stressed state
(fuchsia squares), and Kamloops in stressed state (green crosses).
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Figure 3.9. Histogram showing the correlation coefficients of each original variable with the
first component.
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Figure 3.10. Histogram showing the correlation coefficients of each original variable with
the second component.
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